Physical therapy students' self-reports of development of clinical reasoning: a preliminary study.
Reports of student perceptions about the efficacy of educational tools used by academic and clinical instructors to facilitate clinical reasoning are limited. Physical therapist students' (PTSs') perceptions of tools for developing clinical reasoning and problem-solving skills were surveyed to determine the effectiveness of various teaching methods and to identify factors associated with clinical reasoning development. The purposes of this descriptive investigation were to determine (1) if factors, such as learning mode, life experience, and curriculum, influence PTS' perception of their clinical reasoning mastery; (2) the relative roles of academic and clinical instructors and the value of their pedagogic tools in assisting PTS with clinical reasoning development; and (3) how PTS rate their degree of mastery of clinical reasoning as they progress through training. A survey was mailed to 17 physical therapy schools in New York and 2 in New Jersey; 156 PTS near graduation responded, yielding a 22% response rate. The survey instrument had 6 open-ended and 19 multiple-choice questions. Frequency analysis showed (1) PTS' opinion about how they would teach clinical reasoning varied with their preferred learning mode, (2) prior life experiences were associated with clinical reasoning for some individuals, (3) academic and clinical instructors contribute to development of clinical reasoning, (4) the best pedagogic tools involved case study presentations/ assignments using actual patients or videotapes, and (5) PTS gained confidence in their clinical reasoning ability while progressing through clinical education experiences. Results support inclusion of diverse pedagogic tools, such as case studies, and emphasizing a variety of learning modes to facilitate PTS' development of clinical reasoning.